Let’s talk PE – Parent teacher meetings and report cards
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Physical Education, as an integral part of a child’s
education, provides vital opportunities for physical,
social, emotional and intellectual development. It aims
to develop physical literacy and a desire for daily
physical activity which encourages constructive use of
free time and participation in physical activities
throughout the lifespan. It is important to talk to
parents about their child’s development and
progression in PE so that they can support their child's
physical literacy journey. Use these prompts to help
you plan and talk about PE with parents.
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Preparation

Suggested topics

•

Gather some information and examples to
support your interaction with parents

•

Outline the PE program
being undertaken in the class

•

Consider using teacher observations, peer
and self assessment templates, checklists,
teacher designed tasks and profiles, video
clips or photographs, or the child's entries in
their PE Journal.

•

Discuss the child’s physical,
social/affective and
cognitive development in PE

•

Identify how PE learning can
be supported at home and in
the community
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Physical development prompts
•

Discuss any assessments or
observations of a selection of
physical skills undertaken this
year
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Social and affective
development prompts

OBSERVATION

•

Highlight the child’s overall
physical progression. Consider
using an individual assessment
profile of fundamental
movement skills from the Move
Well, Move Often resource
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Keep their eyes looking

Bend

Discuss any assessments  or
observations of social and
affective skills this year
relevant to PE (e.g. fair play,
teamwork, commitment)

Stay on task,

1. I don’t think
I
can do this
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Cognitive development prompts
•

Discuss the child’s
understanding of safe
participation in PE and the
importance of physical activity

•

Highlight the child’s ability to
self-assess their performance
and identify goals for
improvement. Consider using the
PDST self assessment and
goal setting templates

•

Explore the child’s knowledge and
understanding of game rules and tactics (use of
space, map reading, etc)
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COMMITMENT

Teacher’s Comme

Explore other physical skills
that you have covered in your PE strands this
year, for example, aquatics skills or rolling in
gymnastics. How has the child progressed?

•

Highlight how the child works with
others in PE. Have you observed how they
participate in collaborative games in PE or at
break time?

•

Explore the child’s motivation and confidence
to participate in all strands of PE. What types of
activities do they enjoy?

For more information and ideas for parents for how PE learning can be supported at home and in the community, visit www.pdst.ie or scan this code:

Scan Me

